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IIIB§iop@ of freedom: a Qomment 

on Barth'§ individuals 

One of the main lines of criticism of 'structural-functionalist' 
anthropology, typified in many minds by African Political Systems (1940), 
has been that 'society' cannot be adequately described in terms of norms, 
inst:j..tutions, customs, values, for these thint;s do not explain themselves. 
They exist because people have set them up, anc! continue to uphold them, 
for very good reasons of 1;heir own; and the same people may change their 
minds at any time. ' Sociai processes and the ebb and flow ofpoli tics must 
be examined in any society, stable or changing, before its formal organi
sation or cultural values can be understood. The individual in a SOCiety, 
on the whole neglected in structural-functional descriptions, is thrust 
into new prominence: he 1it"represertied as a free agent, exercising dis
crimination over values and choice over political allegiance, and making 
economic and social decisions and innovations. This general position 
derives its immediate inspiration from Weber rather than from Durkheim; 
and one of its most forceful, prolific and consistent exponents is Fredrik 
Barth, at the momeit Pro£ess.Ql',l,,,.pf ,SQpial Anthropology in the University 
of Bergen, Norway. 

One of Professor Barth I s best-known formulat j,ons of the analyti c 
principle of individual free choice is found in the opening pages of his 
monograph Politica~ Leadership among Swat Pathans. It is enunciated in 
this context 1'1i th specific reference to political o'rganisation, and reads 
in part as follows: 

In many anthropological accounts of tribal peoples, one has 
the impression that political allegiance is not a matter of individual 
choice. Each individual is born into a particular structural position, 
and will accordingly give his political allegiance to a particular 
group or office-holder. In Swat, persons find their place in the 
poli tical order through a series of chOices, many of which are 
temporary or revocable. , 

This freedom of choice radically alters the way in Which 
political institutions function. In systems where no choice is 
offered, self-interest and group advantage tend to coinCide, since 
it is only through his mm group that any individual can protect 
or illlprove his position. tlllere, on the other hand, group c ommi tments 
may be assumed and shed at will, self-interest may dictate action 
which does not bring advantage to the group; and individuals are able 
to plan and make choices in terms 'of private advantage and a personal 
poli tical career. "'in'~':tiiIs tl"ie political 'life of S'!ITat resembles that 
of ~l estern societies. (1959a ,pp. 1-2).. . 

This concept of freedom of choice does not appose it to an external, 
imperative structure of institutions and rules. For the institutions and 
rules of society are tbems.e,lv,e@~se~.~ as the outcome of the aggregate of 
individual choices; and there is asswned to be an on-going, two-way process 
whereby behavioural choice is influenced by formal organisation and yet at 
the same time modifies it. For the political organisation of Swat: 

1. Professor Barth was kind enough to invite me to the Institute of Social 
Anthropology in Bergen, where I spent some seven months'during'1971-72. 
I owe my interest in the kind of question discussed in this essay to the 
lively discussions and seminars I attended there, and to the challenge 
represented by the body of work being produced by members of the Bergen 
Institute. 
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The poli tinf\l syF ~a.m of Swat th..us does not define a set of 
formal structural POSitiO?lS - i't emeJ.:'ges as a result of individual 
choices. But these choic~s represent '~he attempts of individuals 
tc solve their own pr'oblems; and as some of these problems spring 
f , ... JJl features of the formal orgal1ization, the form of the political 
~ystem may, thrcl'ugh this method of analysis, be seen in part:·! 
ret'hct such features. (ibid., p. 4) . . . . . 

A major theme running through Barth's work, including work on topics 
which 81:'El not st:rictly 'political', andlIlade ex-plici t in his programmatic 
statements, is that of the individual as free agent. He is assumed to b0 
unbound by custom or moral dictate, and unfettered by social compulsion. 
The society and culture around him is represented as an environment, upon 
1'lhich he can act ,though within certain constraints. His" inner will, 
his autonomous power of making deCisions and acting upon them, is seen as 
the seed of dynamic processes in society, and movements of historical 
change. Relations between people are seen as the coming to gather of two 
sepcrate persons; and social institutions and cultural values are seen as 
emerging from the network of relations, encounters and transactions between 
peoJ:lle. Suoh interaction gives substance to the idea of 'values', for 
inE~I;far as they are enacted in such a social lforld, they may be observed 
and investigated empirically. Assumptions can be made about the motivations 
of people in one society, rather than another; and contrasting social forms 
can be seen in the light of such a relativity of values. The freedom of 
individuals to choose does not therefore lead to complete anarchy, for 
particular i:twentives, or va.lues, and constraints, govern the choice of 
people in a particular society, and lead to' statistical regularities of 
decision. The empirical order found in societies; that order. 1'1hich is 
the object of the social anthropologist's enquiries, is the Tesult (If' the 
a.ggregate pattern of individual behaviour. To examine the reasons why 
particular decisions are made by indiViduals, exercising their freedol'l 
to choose within the limits of their environment, the social S:!,t1.'8, '~ion 
as they see :U; and their 'values', is to approach an explanation of the 
form of society, as a whole. Specification of the crucial reasons why 
decisions are made' provides a formula which can be said to generate the 
relevant.social forms. Barth's method and its justification are lucidly 
presented in his 1966 paper on lI..Q_dels of Social Organization, whioh I do 
not need to summarise. But I want to take a second look at the concept 
of the flee agent upon which so much of his analysis rests, and the view 
of society which treats individual decision as the prime motive force. l 

The puzzle is this; that although Barth starts with the id.8a of the 
free individual, the extension of the argument and its applica.tion to 
specific material so qualify ~le original concept that it is scarcely 
recognisable. In the ordinary language sense of freedom, choice and so 
forth, the person with whom. we started out , has lost much of what he had, 
for the SOciologist is hinting at'possibilities of behavioural determinants 
and predictions, given at least the intel:l,fgenoe and rationality of a 
population. The argument· in the l'assa.:;:e~alr~dy quoted from Poli'gQ.!l 
Leadership~' •• slips from the idea of free,choioe to that of self-interest; 
'an.d then self ... in,terest is said to 'dictate' aotion of a certain kind. 
How can 'free' choice' be equated thus with' the • diotation' of action? On 
the first page of Barth f s 1966 article, he ~rites of :there being 'no 
absolute compulsion 'or mechanioal necessity', of 'detennining factors'. 

1. Extended critiques o,f this. kind of sociology , with s~eoific reference 
to Barth' s work, may be found for example in Dumont (1970) and 
Asad (1972). . .. .. 
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'and .the. difficulty-in 'predicting bebald..Q1~ ........ But ought-tbese consjdera.t:k'nS 
to have any place in"a.so.c.iol..og:r-baatLon.:tha idea of freedom? 

The most· simple and general model available .to us is one of 
. an aggregate of people exercising >ch2icewhi;L.eil1ilu~nced by. certain 
., constraints and inceritives.· In" such, situation, statistical' :regularities 

ar~ produc&d, yet there is no absolute com:p~ion or 'mechanical 
necessity'connecting the determining .factorfJ, With the resultant~' 
patterns; the connection depends onhumap.<li,sposi tions to,. evaluate 
and anticipate. Nor can the behaviour of a.l)Y one particular person 
be firmly predicted ~ such human comi tionS as inattent iveness, 
stupidi ty'or contrariness will, for the· ·anthropolo~ist IS . purposes, 
be unpredictably distributed .. in the population (1966, p. 1). 

The implicat;l.on appears_ :to be that ·.if .:diisposi t,ionsare ,known, and if 
stupidity, inattw..tiveness and so forth. are "eliminated, behaviour will, 
be predictable. The idea of'ihdividual fre~,dom, in:.j,tsel1', does not 
appear to interfer~ \dth the possibility of prediction. 

I believe' there is a real paradox her~" and that it is rooted in 
the difficulty of oombiningthe idea oi\pe;r,sQnal fre,edom, e~sent)ially a 
moral notion,· w'i th a. science· of b$haviou:r.FreedCll'il and choice. are not 
used by Barth in the way they are used in . the language Of. political thought; 

. his concep~ of free choice is a sociological idea, bearing little relation 
. to' the' conditions' or n.otions of personal., ·free<j.(>1!l that might actually prevail 
in as~ciety. ">',ff '.': '-C , • '. 

Before conSidering some .of. the details .of the way in '!rlhich ~his 
paradox reveals ·itself in Barth 's writiilgs~ it is helpful to recall that 
the dilemma is'n.ot'ne1rI~It' is a problem deeply embedde<i in the tradi.ti.on 
of utilitarian thought, and. one' over which there .h~sbeen' argiunent since 
the time of Jeremy Bentham (1740-1832) t.o the present. The :relevance of 
t1.le utiiitariantradition'to the gr.owth.of s.ocial~nthrop9logy is nqt 
al'Trlays reaJ.ised,-and :its founderS a:;;,'e' absent from the , pantheon ,of anthro
P.ol.ogical ancestors.'" Bu.t the principles .of' rati.onal.1J.t;i.li"j;y, in its twin 
gui~e as an assumed motive.forindividual action and as a standard fQr 
'the' judgment and justificati.on .of rules ,and institutions, has hada persistent 
influehce in social anthropology,' ei therastlle ,vehicle fO.r theory and 
substantive work, .or as a ghost to be laid. IVluchwriting in oui' s~bject 
has been shaped by' the need to answer the utilitarianpositi.on., But ,the 
argumerit goes .on and the ghost .:re:fuses·t.obela:i.d •. The:re is an ,internal 
consistency, .' a circularity, about, the, defences .of:utilitarian ethics and 

.' social sci'encewl±tch make their case' diff'icultto answer p;iecemeal.. 
. " . " .' '. 

. . . Classical utilitarian thought rest,s,oI\. ~ .• ~~w.mainas~UIl1Ptions. . The 
first ~s that :of psych.ologicalhe.donism:' . that is that men a,re governed, 
in Bentham IS tern'ls, by' the two fOl:'ces 'of pa.inand ple~sure (extensively 

'. defined), ·t:md they will naturally Ch.o.oSe rtro·seek pleaswe' 'TrThile avo'iding 
pain •. Further , .our system .of ethics must be based on these fa9ts,' for we 
are .obliged to define as good actions th.ose which produce. happ~ness, and 
as evil actions those which produce misery. Moreover, itm~st be right 
to seek the maximum happiness for as many as pOSSible, not just oneself; 
social morality requires' that a person should .seek the genera ,1 happiness. 
A rational 'person can see that the happiness;of individuals is 'connected 
to the general 'state of happiness; and a scientific study of society can 
thus' P.oint the Vlay 'tom.orally good legislation, ,which aims to secure those 
conditions in which .the general happine,ss can flourish .. ,There is no real 

> opposit ion between self. .... interest, andsdciaL.duty, even t40ugh the less 
enlightened may perceive such a conflict; foriiri, the iq,eal socil:;}1;y they 
coincide, where each person devotes himself to the gene reI go .od.. vlith 

. - .... ~ --~ 



the spread of understanding and education, men will increaSingly realise 
this truth, and ffiGanwhile ought to work towards it. 

John Stuart Mill, brOUght up~inthe traditiol1of Bentham, was 
critica.l of its cruder form'l.\1at,iollS and qualified what he named 
• utilitarianism' . with great sensitivity and humanity, though claiming to 
remain within the ESsential principles of Bentham·'s scheme. Mi],l saw 
clearly that there coUld, be no reconciliation of idealist. mOral philosophy 
as represented by a man like 'Coleridge, and the radical utilitarian view; 
but that they were complementary, and as such, necessary to each other. 

tFor, among the truths long recognised by' Continental Pllilosophers, 
but ~lhich very few Englishmen have yet arri ved, at, one" i,s, the importance, 
in the present imperfect state of mental and social science, of antagonist 
modes of thought: which, it will one day be felt, ar~ as necessary to, 
one another in s eculat ion, as mutually checking powe~sare in apolitical 
constitution.' Colorid , in Leavis, 1950', p.l04). ' . 

In his Introduction to ltfills' essays on Bentham and Coleridge, Leavis 
presents them as leey documents fo I' any study of the nineteenth cent ury, as 
guides to the twoopposi te . poles, of thought by which the significanoe of 
other writings can be charted. ;Leavis goes even further, to suggest of 
BEmtham and Coleridge that 'even if they had had no. great influence they 
,,[ould still have beerithe classical examples, they are of two great. 
opposirig'types of mind ••• " (loc.cit., p. 7). It is I1Icarce:\.yaston1shing, 
therefore, that the uti-litarian mode of thought persists in philosophy 
and sociology today; Mill himself ltTrote, 'In all ages of philosophy one 
of its schools has been utilitariant;,:(loc. cit., p. 54). The dilemmas of 
utilitarian ethics are still dis0uased; and are closely paralleled by some 
of the di1611l1:J:.a3 of what we could caU utilitarian sociology. For just as 
the ethical scheme rests on tlw identification of the individual and the 
social good, so the corresponding sociological scheme rests on the identi
fication of the formal 'values', and structure of society with the motiva
tions and acts of those individuals who compose. it.. TJ;1eprinciple of the 
reducibilityof colleotive phenomena ,to the subjectivity of individuals 
is common to Benthar!l and~llill on the;onehand, part,icula.rly in their 
ethical argumen"ls, and to Barth and other modern I ac.tion-theorists' on the 
other, where social-scientific' arguments predominat~., In both cases, 
for example, the question of the relativ,e freedom of the .individual is 
problematic, for it is difficult to reconcile the idea of personal liberty 
either with a complete scheme of utilitarian ethics, or with the explanatory 
ambitions of behavioural science •. ' Bentham's vie\f is of man .as ~ somewhat 
passive creature and the problem did not ap~ar to worry him unduly; but 
Mill championed the cause of tl~ private freedom of the individual, especially 
in his classic essay Oh Liberty. He argued \1i th passion that a, utilitarian 
view did not reduce the individuality or wort:hof· a person, and explored 
the territory for private freedom which should be preserved within a scheme 
of general utility. The pro'blem ,itself he recognised clearly, !'Ilid dealt 
With it'mainly in the cont.extof practical politics. ,But' it has a general 
character, and arises from a real dilemma in all but tl~. most extreme forms 
of utilitarian theory. 

Some answer must be given tothe.question: what can be the significance 
of an individual person 'in a view of life, or an analytical scheme, which 
merges him into the fabric of his society and morality, so that his standing 
is that of a part within a wider whole? He contributes to the general 
social sum, and partakes in i tsaggregate results; .\~ut what is he in himself? 
The problem bothers modern critics no less than . it bothered Miil. In a 
recent essay, Berriard Willi3llls takes issue with the uti li tar:ian position 



partly on these grounds."He··shows that the integrity.of the indivifiuaJ.--
is seriously underndnedby the utilita!'ian view, itself defended not long 
ago by J. C. C~ Smart~iunob.gother pOints, Vlilliams shows. that an im
per~ona.:L calculation of general happihess disposes of the;i.d.ea that one 
has perhaps morerespon4i bill ty for one's actions than for someone else's; 
and also of the deeper'c'Olhmitments of a person; to'tilhich he will stick even 
though ha may acknowledge tha,t ':byg1Ving way to. projects of ,0tllers he will 
cause a greater'general,happin$ss. To reconcile the two1 interests, which 
is the ideal ethical s~stem of the utilitarians,. is to. jeopE1rdize the 
very identity' of the pa,rson: " 

. ~~:. " ,,' .' ',.., . . '. 

To take the':extremesort of case,' how :canam~n:.,as a. 
utilit.arian ·iJ.gent; come to regard as 'one sati~fac:t;j;onamong others, 
and a dispensable one , a project or attitude rou,nd ''1h1ch he has 
built his life,~~ust beoause someone else 's projects, haye so. 
structured the cr.~sal sClene. that ·that is hov(. the u1;;.ilitarian sum 
comes out?.., 1 . '. " , . 

It is absur"d to de.mand of such Biman, when tAe Swn com.es. in 
from the utility\lehiork which. the projects of others havei~::part' 
determined, that he should ju~t stepa.side from his o.'\'mp:;"oject and 
decision and acknOWledge ,the decision which utilitarian decision 
requires. It is to alienate him in a real sense from his actions 
and the source of' his' action in his own convictions.. It is to 
make him into a channel between the input of every-one's projects, 
i~cluding his OWl'l, and an output of optimificdecis,ion; but th:ls 
is to neglect the' extent' to which his •. actions. andlli decisions; have 
to be seen as theactiorts and. decisions t'1h:i:ch flow ,from ithe projects. 
and attitudes :with l'1hichheismost closely identif,ied. It is thus, 

. in the most literal sense, an attd.ck on his integrity' . (~Tilliams, 
in Smart a~1d ~Jiliiams, 1973, p:p. 116-117).... . 

I quote this passagefr~ra\iil1iam~' argument,because it, seems to me thf3.t 
like Nil 1 's attempts to define and clarify the questi on of political 
liberty, i tilluminates tlie nature of the ca-responding problem in utili tar:ia. n 
sociology. 

. Barth faces the same difficulty in his presentation of the :identity 
and freedom of the pe;rson in hisanalysegit The more, .striotly J:e adheres 
to the requirementsofa utilitarian style of' sociological analysis, the 
more precariOUS becom~;~ the standing of the free agent; and the more:· 
conoessions are made to the integrity and independence of this agent, the 
less distinctive anci. consistent the analysis. This theme can be ,developed 
in 'three main areaS of Barth's work: . his elaboration of the notions of 
status I role, etc.' a~: abstractions from the empirical indiy~dual;. his 
exploratiollof the rat"ional: motivation of action,espacially in ,rel~tion 
to entrepreneurs; and \lis' analysis ofi the sources Of an individual's' 
'values'. /".. . ,; 

:; ... ' 

Barth's use of status and role is a developm~~t fro~'Radclitfe
Bro\'m ahdNadel. He sees'status'asa cultural category (such as priest~. 
doctor,. etc.) ana 'role' as the; behaviour. 'E,lss:ociated, l'r,it.n a given stat~s •. 
Statusesdften forni se:t'ies', ·and Barthuses 'statlW .settto rre an a linked 
series • such as doc t o r-riu rs e-pat ient .; A person lJlay occupy more . than one 
sta.tus (wife, n111';8e,. at'c.) and each is then termed. a part-sta,tus. This 
tenninologyfonns the basis of his'vlell-knOlffi article on stratificdtion 
in north-west Pakistan, vlhere he argues that the systelllis so similar 
to Hindu India that the term ':Caste' can be used. The common principle' 
of stratifiC&tion in the Muslim Swat valley and Hindu India is that 'l'dthin 
each of a series of ranked groups,.· everyone holds a closely similar series 



of part-statuses, highly compatible one with another. 

The simultaneous comprehensiveness and clear definition of 
units \,lhichcharacterizes caste systems results frora the surinnat:i.on 
of many part..;statuses intostanda;rdized clusters, or social persons, 
each identified with a particular casteposition.T~us,in a Hindu 
caste system, there is a diversity of ecqnomicand: ritual statuses, 
but these are interconnected so that all· Priests are sacred and all 
Leatherworkers are untouchable .. , . . . " " ' 

A sociological analysis of such a system naturally concentrates 
on the prinCiples governing the stnnmation of statuses, and the 
consequent structural features of' ~he cluste.rs of connected statuses 
or caste positiQns... The caste sys,tem ,defines .clusters of such 
statuses ,and one particular cluster is impose!i ,on all individual 
members of each particular caste. . ". . 

The coherence of the system depends upon the compatibility of 
such associated statuses... Each caste position must be such, that 
the requireLLents implied by its component statuses uiay be simul
taneously satisfied; and the alignment of each individual in terms 
of his different statuses should also be consistent, and not fraught 
with interminable dilemmas. r (1960, pp. 113-l]A).· 

Barth suggests that societies of the caste. type lie in an intermediate 
po si tion betv,een' homogenous societies, and • compleJc systems in v,hich different 
stat'l,lses can be freely ·combined... This typeQf syst.em is found associated 
1>dth the use of a monetary medium 1'1hich facilitates the div,i.sion of labour' 
(ibid. p. 145). In a recent article which I had the privilege of reading 
before publication,- . Barth develOps this typology and its implications, 
recommending 'id th great lucidity an emphasis upon the 'systemi...oriented, 
rather than ego-oriented' application of such concepts; asststus, and the 
use of the behavioural vocabulary of Ervinc; Goffman.. The concept of the 
l')erson as' a l'1'hole and independent agent becomes subordinate to the system, 

••• We can visualize any society of Ivhich we are members as 
follows. Each of us is a compound :gerson, the encumbent of 'many 
statuses. i'fllel1 we come iilto each other's presence ~'le do so in a 
physical environment - one \,lhich vTe perceive selectively and classify 
culturally as a potential scene for certain,. and only certain, kinds 
of activities •. vie add to these constraints, or ;modify them, by . 
communicating 'tdth each other as to who ve are and \'lhatweintend 
to do, and thereby vIe arrive at an agreed definition of the Situation, 
which implies wIlich status out of our total repertoire we srollregard 
as relevant ~ and what use vIe shall put it to. •• Betlind. this creation 
of· organized encounters, we can identify 1;11,e int ~rests and goals that 
set social life in motion: we can recognize f;ocial.statuses as . 
assets, and situations as occasions for realizing them by enactment ... 

I thus see encounters, structured by such ag-reements, as the 
stuff of society ••• (n.d., pp. 5-6) 

The mode of arrangements and combination of statuses in person provides a 
fra.m.ei'lork for a fourfold typology, ,d th l'lestern society ·at. one extreme, 
as in the earlier typology. The nature ·of Barth's sociological defihi
tionofwhat freedom consists in becomes' explicit; for it consists in the . 
kind of manipulation 'of statuses and switching of roles which is possible' 
in western society (or supposedly so);; whereas in the snaller scale . 
society there is scarcely any option. An interesting corollary seems to 
be that it. is not the whole person at all who is considered as a free 
.. gent; it is some inner kernel, underneath the ;:tpparel of status and. role. 
In western 'industrial society, uide networks,· of int eraction can be set 
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up on minimal status infdnn:ation.; 
, . '. ~ I . ! " ! i' . 

The'reaiizationOf this potential is further enhanced by the . . 
remarkable i'reedom'bf each in'div idJ.1a 1 person.to .. accWllu]ate infor
mationand act upon it by-diversifying social relations a.n~l .in
volving himself in deeper comnli tmentswith ,El particular alter 

. '"Qased.?n this inforniation~ .. ·'{ioid. ,p.22).· .", . 
'. . . ".'.' ' .. , ' ...... ' , . 

However this kind of freed~m is impossible in,.other s.ocia.lsyste~; . 

••• The vGrY .concept';of 'status' in these ,different . social systems 
refers to rather different' kinds of. things. . In the sim:pl~rsocieties. " 
status refers to a sum o'f:multiplex'.capacities vis~~vis a:i;tel's. 
uithqomprehehs'ive previous information about ,a person.,. ~ninvolute 
systems it refers to a . .;;.. perhaps comp~6mising'-r componenj;of a 
stereotyped' cluster of capacities.' In modern contract SOciety, it 
may 'ref~r'merely to the ability to demonstrate vis ... a-vis strangers 
the command of a very limitedc:andspecific asset. In oth~~ .,-rords . 

. . it varieS between being- a total social identity, a compell~ng 
straight-jacket," and an incidental option.. '1lhe diffeI'fi)nce rray pe, 
hig'hl:ighted by the realization that 'a, concept lik~ that Of role 
distance, based oh the distinction between subjective, s.elf and 
objecti\restatuS (cf~ Goffman ••• )whicl1seems very useful ru 1 ' 
fundamental to an understanding of ,status in our society,. be,comes 
totally inapplicable' "in a social system' of, elementary type , .has,ed 
on only a very few sta~seta' (ibid~,· i>p~ 24-2,). .'. 

This passage is very helpful for perceivingwha't Earth has in n;lind: tl:le 
inner, subjective self which 'utilizes" various attributes such as status, 
and because of this can be said to operate l/ith a certain tfreedom' ,. exists 
in itself merely as a consequence: of a 'certain oonfigUration of the , outer I 
society. In other configurations , where total ideilti ty is obliga~~ry, the 
existence of a subjective self CalLnot be distinguished, and there i~ there~ 

fore no freedom for it to manipulate the 'objective t aspects of tht:. self. 
vlhat has happened to the' free agent from whose independent action and, 
deciSion the form of society flows? He has given vTaY to a compound person, 
whose composition is consequent upon the fom of the external soci ~y; and 
"lhose subje'ctive self arid freedoni is defined· in: ,such· narrow socilogical 
terms, that "it . does not exist at all in large parts of thei'l,orld though 
it is importarit in' 'westerniridustrial t society. The premise.t1;lat. 'status t 
is a categorical attribute relevant for behaviour in ,personal interaction 
perhaps necessarily leads to this kind. of conclusion,in studies whiq};l take 
as their objectof'i~vestigatj:tm tha.t kind of behaviour t in the· agg;regate. 
The general approach is, tlOrkedout in Bartht;s']introduction,to Etluiic Grotms 
and 'Boundaries, where ethnicity is treated:as:a status" in,th:iBsem ;4,.though 
it is r~cognised thatih some circumstances it may i,ridicate a pri'mary 
identity, or 'iimperative'status" (1969,lntroducti'on). .' .... 

The>,'compound' person also appears in Ba,l'th's ,various 'dis,cuss,1ons and 
applicatib'riS of role-theory. The' main point of present ,interest. is, that a 
person mayplaj two or more different roles ,whichEi.re incompa,tible, a,nd 
therefore'l'lh~.n' they clash in certaill,:'socia,l situat:Loii~,,:, his 'be'baviour has 
to be m()dified •. He maY,llave to ,choose behavi01 .. tt·~'appro~rl,a;te to ,one role 
and suppress the other:t'dle; or thedilemm1iLmaybetn$Q'lubles1nce~neither 
rolei8 dominant, arid; he may avoid thesituatioh altogether, by absenting 
himself or severely modifying his behavioilf" This,iS the,to~ic treated 
in Barth's Role Dilemmas."., where the case examined is that' of the con
flict bebw~en the kilid.of behav'iou:r 'expected in the rUddle East betwe~n 
a man and his'son,and be'tween husband and 'wife'; the latter is suppressed. 
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for example, when a manl s father comes to visi 1; him and his wife.· 
Because it takes priority, the father-son relation can be described as 
dominant. It is of fundamental importance, and must not be oompromised; 
other relationships, and role-play appropriate to them, must take a sub
ordinate place. The solution to a conflict of roles of this kind may be 
more extrelne; the Swat Pathanbri~groom even avoids his own wedding, lilhich 
Barth suggests arises from ·the profound role dileIll)lla.he experiences in. a 
situation where otherwise he would have to acknowledge and play out publicly 
his rejle as ; son, and as husband. 

The concept of individual freedom seems to ~oede further from view 
in this analysis of behaviour as.anegative reaction to situations :where 
the 9ategorical obligations of the. vario~ roles OI).e is supposed, to play 
beoome oonfused. The'person appea.rs a somewhat passive creatuz:e.,. permeated 
by the external encounters and si tua tions .in which he finds himself. He 
copes with a dilemma by suppression or ,avoidance; he see~ to have little 
tchoice1 inthisiield. His freedom seems limitedngt because of any 
external framework of rules, but because of his uncontrollable internal 
reaotion to the stimuli of spontaneous encounters. However, as :j3arthhas 
accepted the conoept of 'imperative' statuses. and therefore, implied,a 
heirarcby of statuses, it is of great interest that he accepts also a 
heirarchy of social or kinship relations, in the sense thci.t some are of 
primary importance and others are worn l,IlOre lightly •. For by attllchiD4ll 
sucll weight to certain aspects of organisation and giving them a.deeper 
Significance, his arg~ents surely appeal to somethj,.ng Qther than a principle 
of utility in behaviour. Mill's, heirarchy of 'pleasures', some higher and 
some lower, was constructed to give some real fom to a social morality 
and real standards to the individual in the face of the shifting and 
infinitely reducible morality of the extreme utilitarian scheme; and 
Williams' argument that there must be 'deeper f commitments which blOCk 
the utilitarian oalculation of individual interests is also recalled by 
Barth's acceptance of a hie.rarchyof statuses and roles from the individual's 
viewpoint. 

Earth's summary of ,the argument on role dilemmas reads in part as 
follows: 

I believe that the empirical substance of Hsuls thesis of 
dominance in some kinship systems is valid and can be demonstrated. 
But' I think that the pattern he has observed does not need to be 
cast in the descriptive and analyticalmold that he. has, chosen. 
For the kind of data I have at my disposal, an explanatory model based 
on role theory appears to be both adequate and economical. I~ starts 
with. the view that thedistr·ibution Of rights on different statuses 
is never entirely integrated ,and harmonious .•. "There status sets and 
relevant social sit'uations areclearl,y differentiated, tliiadisharmony:' 
matters little to tlle.!actors, w:Q.9 ~can then pursue discrepant. roles 
and project variant social personalities in different social . 
situations. Routinized social li~e will in part be shaP~9-PY these 
considerations. Persons will seek: the sit~ationswhere ·'sucoessful 
role play can be consummated and avoid the situations \1here serious 
dilemmas' keep ~ieiIl.g - to the extent of groom~ :i;n Swat avoiding 
their own weddings. In general, difficulties can be resolved by 
avoiding simultaneousenoounters with the p~ties to whom one, has 
disorepant relations -b;9' patterns such, as th~ seolusion of lIl.omE;ln, 
for example ••• · (197l,p. 94). . . ', . 

Barth goes too far in suggesting that seolusionof women j,S . actually: . 
'explained t by role theory, and the desire by men to avoid embarrass~ent 
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through the confusion of their public and private roles. His ~xplanation' 
in terms of the dominant character of relations betl'leen ma.n and man in 
the public sphere cannot stand on its own; appeal must surely be made 
to some external structure of an economic, political or ideological kind 
to justify the classification of some roles as dominant and others as 
recessive. It is difficult to see how behavioural interaction, in itself, 
could produce such categorical distinctions. 

Barth IS acceptance of tdominant I relations represents something of 
a concession to the idea of there being permanent and stable features of 
society, as does his concept of the imperative quali -eyof some statuses. 
But these are p01nts at O'1hich his arguments resist the full implications 
of the utilitarian position he has taken up. Apart from these concessions 
(and I point out another below), the person dissolves into the ever
changing patterns of encounter and behavioural modification. Undelneath 
the bundle of items of social personality and role requirements, there is 
an individual will; but its integrity and autonomy has been sadly eroded. 
There remains the inner being which utiliz~s the social statuses and 
other assets it controls, and provides the motivation. of _the l~erson .. The 
inner being, almost bY defini tidn, is itself impermeable t 0 experience:~ 
for the social aspects of a person are those 1'lhioh can be assurned,discarded, 
projected, modified or suppressed at .will, as an actor dons or doffs his 
clothes, and his stage character. The inner person is asocial in itself; 
it is motivated by the rational aim of maximising whatever values and 
satisfabiionS are offered in the culture in which it grew up; there is a 
predictability a bout its moti vat ion which seems of a mechanical kind, al
though ironically Barth t s l'lOrk is devoted to the criticism of the mechanical 
quality of some structural-functional explanation. 

The second set of questions which relate to' the problem of choice 
in Barth's social anthropology concern the external activities of persons 
rather than their inner nature. The essence of freedom, and choice, it is 
suggested, lies in the careers of innovators and entrepreneurs. They are 
not different in kind from the rest of the people, who also exercise 
choice, but .merely in degree; they are more devoted to maximizing one kind 
of value (profit) and make 'more rat ional and extensive calculations. 
Their activity can lead to major changes in society, as they initiate new 
kinds of transaction, organization, and even value. But, as the analysis 
proceeds, the entrepreneur looks' less a..nd less a creative and original 
person; both vTithin himself and in relation to the opportunities around 
him, he appears increaSingly as a creature of his situation, 4is behaviour 
as more predictable, and his decisions as more pre-structured •. Barth 
makes it clear in his theoretical analysis of 1963 that the entrepreneur 
must not be thought of in a naive sense to begin with: 

It is essential to realize that "the entrepreneur" is' not a person 
in any strict sociological sense (Radcliffe-Bro~n 1940) though 
inevitably the word will be used, also in the present essays, in a 
way that may foster this impression. Nor does it seem appropriate 
to treat entrepreneurship as a status or even a role, implying as 
it vlould a. discreteness and routinr.it:tlcn which may, be lacldng in the 
materials we wish to analyse. Rather, its strict use should be for 
an as}Ject ofa rol~: it relates to actions and activities, and not 
rights and duties, furthermore it characterizes a certain quality or 
orientation in tlllS activity which may be present to greater or less 
extent in the different institutionalized roles found in the com
munity. To the extent that persons take the initiative, and in the 
pursuit of profit in some discernible form manipulate other persons 
and resources, they are acting as entrepreneurs. It is with the 
factors encouraging and channeling, or inhibiting such activity, that 
we shall be concerned. (1963, p. 6.) 
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Insofar as these factors which enooUrage or inhibit entrepreneurs ar'e 
the object of study, ,rather than the exercise: of choice and "Originality 
by the entrepreneur himself, the free individual fades from too centre 
of the picture. The controlling' factors obviously include el1virollilental 
conditions in the ordinary sense; but also social conditions, which are 
represented as being in the nature of all environment to the individual. 
Because of this metaphor, it is possible to, chart the opportunities for 
an entrepreneur inherent in a given social milieu. 

The central theme to v-lhich we have chosen to address ourselves is 
the entrepreneurial career as a process, as a chain of transactions 
between the entrepreneur and his ellvironment; and so we need to 
describe the soc1alaspects of that environment in terms which 
emphasize the reciprocity of those transact ions. In other words, 
vIe need to "see the rest of the community as composed of actors who 
also make choices and pursue strategies ••• (ibid., p. 7) 

Through theneh'ork of social transactions linking people, which are the 
substance of society, the entrepreneur finds his 'tTay and perceives how 
new links can, be, made. His actions are usually represented as a bringing 
together of previously separ~te people, previously incommensUrable values 
or spheres of exchange, and integrating society further as a consequence. 
A given economic structure presents certain clear possibilities for such 
entreprenuerial activity, and to that extent the activity is predictable.' 
Barth I S analYSis of the economy of' the mountain Fur, of the Sudan, analyses 
its structure from this point of view. What is perhaps not predictable ' 
is the reaction of the Fur people to non-Fur entrepreneurs who make enormous 
profi ts on selling tomatoes by exploiting the traditional reciprocal labour 
systerp, (see 196T,"esp. pp. 171-2). liov-lever the language used by Ba.rth in 
his theoretical analysis of entrepreneurs is closely linked to the language 
of the natural sciences, with all the suggestions of natural: process and 
predictab11ity that they evoke: 

The point at which an entrepreneur seeks to exploit the environment' 
may be described as hisnicJ1e: the position vThich he occupies in 
relation to resources, competitors, and clients. I have in mind a 
structural analysis of tlJ.e environment like that made by an animal 
ecologist or hurnangeographer: resources in, the form of codfish on 
a bank provide a niche for co <1-fi shermen , while ,the ir aoi;ivi ty in 
delivering toaport aga,in provides resources in unprocessed and 
l...mtranami tted catch, which may be exploited by actors in a ni~heas 
fish-buyers ••• (1963. p. 9).. . . ' 

The purely economic ent.erprise can be Used as a model for othe~ kinds 
of social activity, arid in part.icular poli ti cs, viewe'd as a com
petitive game. Barth states clearly in his analysis of entrepreneurial 
activi ty that it is based on a view of social life of \'I'hich the 
'logically most stringent expression is .. the TheoIjTof Games i • 

He has demonstrated elsewhere the application of fomal game theory to 
Swat politics (1959b). The game metaphor. which I shall not discuss' as 
such, fits in well with the range of metaphors used by Barth - actors, 
role ... playing, impression management. and so forth. Yfuen these terms are 
used in a technical sense, they lead to real difficulties, 'as ram 
trying. to shO\'1 lnth respect to the. concept of. the individual; when their 
normal language use is recalled, the sense that all social life is unreal, 
artificial and optional, is unavoidable. The puzzle remailw as to what 
would be left if all the layers of artifice and induced behaviour'~lere 
dissolved; would the naked indivldual underneath have s,ome soci~being, 

""'" ' .. '. 
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somE:l irreducible social identity, lvhich would give l+im a, "real t pla,ce in 
society l'l'hich itself' formed the basis of his irtdivid1,lali ty?,: Or ll11ls.t the 
basis oflndividuality remain a particular layered' (:L,s~ortmentof " 
ascribedstatus9s ,aspects of roles , incurred' and conseq:uellt,ial obligations, 
and managed impressions? Is the .,' residue, which resists, social, eXpl~ation, 
merely abUl),dle of raw psychological motivrotions,of, instinct and animal, 
need? If this were the case, how would it be possible to spea'\t of individUal 
freedOm and choice? The dileIllilla closely parallels, to, my mind, the problem 
of Bernard llilliams, ih locatin.€9 the sources of the int egrity of an 
mdividual person in a utilitarian scheme of et,hics. Can a sociological 
scheme treat only of the exteI"'tlal aspects of people, the bargains f> inputs 
and outputs bettJeen them, "lhile leaving untouched the inner motivat:lons 
and self-consciousness' of individuals? If that innorbeing i~ defined 
as asocial, then by definition it is le,ft out of the picture, and one' , 
cannot speak of freedom~ if on the other b..and the irp}er being of.. a person 
is itself social in nature,thenone can speak of the'CJ.uestion of his 
freedom, for the idea of freedom . is a sociaL concept and applicable only 
in a Social context. It H:i' bound to lead to d1fficultiE)s if on~ speaks 
of freedom in the context of 'scientific' behaviour study, where the opinions, 
personality and activity of individuals are treated. as so much external , 
paraphernalia, subjecttomanipulat ion by some inner psychological automaton. 

Barth' ~ treatment; of the place of 'values ' in culture foilOll"S clearly 
and consistently the 'principles he has laid dOllnelse'l'Jhere for the 'study, 
of social organization, and I' beliove some of the :same difficultiesr~cur. 
The most concise expression of his approach to this question is, co:utai., .,d 
in the second part of his 1966 paper on Mod.els .. of dSocial Organization. ' 
'Values t are an integral part of society; but tl1ey o.re not given, in any 
'final sense. They are subject to modificat ion tbr.ouch, so cial eArperience," 
and in partic'Ular to the patterns of interaction in a given society. For 
the only values relevant to a study of society are those "lhich find mat~ial 
expression through acts. Actions are performed in the light of s')ecif-;'· 
values, 1'1hich may be modified by patterns of interaction, and ,fom ba~ , 
contrasts betlveen different societies. A value doeS,lnot exist in a vacuUIll; 
it grows from, and is subject to, theel..'}1erience of encounter and communica.
tion with others. The predominant metaphor for a value is' that of price. 
As with prices, a scheme of values may be modified by actual transactions. 
The process of social interaction Barth considers to be the basis for the 
reaching of any agreed values in a population, and the achieveraent of 
consistency and integration in cultur~~" Bar.th does admit that th're are 
'some such processes' as 'contemplation or introspection through which 

, q,isparate 'values are compared in the .. 'direct,ion of consistency'; but 'they 
are only'to a slight degree available for observation by a social anthro':' 
pologist; nor do theyseero to explain the patent jnconsistencies in various 
,respects which characterize t):J.e vi~ws or values of many people I (1966, 
pp. 12-13) • Here is the recurrent image of the person t"ho contains some 
:inner inconsistency,\'lhich Barth views as divisive to his personality; 
the person himself is U11.;1.ble .to, oVercome the contradiction and beC''Ome a 
source of '1'):101eness in hum~'ie.xperience. The contradiction is imprinted 
on him py the form of 'interaction', in a societ;y; and only the revision 

'of this form of inceraction ,through time, in the direction of greater 
conSistency, can be a source of such wholeness. 'As a process generating 
consistency in values i social transactions would' seem to be more effective 
and compellinG than anyconte111plat:i,ve needf.'qr logical or conceptual con
sistency in :I;heminds of primitive philosophers' (ibid., p. 14). The 
values of an incliv i dual are t'llerefore' partial, meaningful only as i"art 
of the wider society.' The metaphor of, the social' organism, which Barth 
'has so' firmlY' .rejected elsewhere, is uncomfortably close. In the p):'ocess 
of value adjustlilent to shared standards, there does not seem to be much 

, ,,"" 
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ground for the individual person to, stand on.' He seems to have no real 
bOUIld'aries, to be· totally permeable to circumstantial, experience, and sub
ject to such flexible revision of his principles and 'standards of evaluation 
that he could scarcely remain 'the same person' throughout hisiife. 
His personality seems n<;l more than the! sum of it$ parts than tlw ,wider 
society is moretban the sum of its parts. 'rhis·dissolutiOIJ. of the person, 
consequent upon a certain. style of analysis" is realised by Barth; and as 
he made use of' the concepts of imperative status and dominant roles, he 
admits the idea that there are relatively stable values, from which a 
per~on does not easily shift. 'I feel it is·n.ecessary to distinguish a 
person's continually shifting profile or preferences and appetites from 
a profile of stable judgments of value to \'lhich people also' seem to sub
scribe. These more stable values, by which different situations and 
longer~range strategies may be c()IIlpared,are more basic to an explanation 
of social form.' (ibid., p. 13) Does not this concessi on to relatively 
stable values, which cannot so easily be represented as the outcome of 
interaction, come reraarkably close to Mill's h1erarqhy of motivatiollS, 
and 'Jilliams' insistence on 1 deeper commitment s' 'l The maintenance of such 
distinctions, in the end, leads to the abandonment of the principle of 
utility, for it demands an appeal to other standards of relevance. To 
save the individual person, a difference in kind is admitted beh'een 'more 
stable' and 'shifting' values; but the analysis ought then to take into 
account other dimensions ,of: society besides the I interact iona 1 '~ In a 
consistently utilitarian world, even the entrepreneur has- no real freedom 
and no real. choice; for being ultimately rational, he can calculate the 
outcome of various possible actions preCisely, ,and compare their potential 
profit; the decision is madefol,' him by the configurations of the world 
around him. Real Choice is faced where one thDlg is not reducible to 
another; and all huro.ane·writers in the ut ilitarian tradition make concessions 
of some land towards the preservation of real choice and the inte';"l'ity of 
persons. 

The alternative to such concessions is fully faced by B. F. Skinner, 
in behavioural psychology, and spelled out in the harsh rne~sage of his 
recent book, Beyond Freedom and Dignity. 

Asad, Talal 

Barth, F. 

(ed.) 

Wendy James 
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